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Within the study we consider a problem of accessing, integration and usage of knowledge
sources within a context of professional AI expert systems development. Such system should
be able to reason within the defined problem domain to assess problem solving and consult the
user within certain problem. By a knowledge resource we consider everything helping the
system to reason and explain the results of reasoning (forward and backward reasoning). This
includes a) structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data; b) formalized and nonformalized knowledge sources; c) models of various kind for model-based reasoning; d)
functional reasoning units to support forward and backward reasoning. The proposed idea lies
in between several areas: problem solving environment, eScience technologies, knowledgebased reasoning, data mining, and a bunch of directions within AI/machine learning (ML)
(commonsense reasoning, meta-learning, explainable AI, etc.). All the available resources
should be integrated and connected to a) identify and formalize the request; b) select an
integrative structure of the available resources which are needed for reasoning; c) call and
reason within each of the required resources; d) collect and reason within the integrative
structure; e) infer the answer; f) explain elements of the answer by backward reasoning and
connection of the backward reasoning path to domain-specific concepts.
Each of the mentioned components has own specific features and ways of integration:
-

-

-

-

The data organized within data lakes includes observations and measurements as well
as modelling and simulation results. This include both directly available and collectable
(e.g., through web crawling) data. Data integration could be done through semantic
interpretation and mapping, quality assessment, and domain-specific reasoning on the
facts obtained from data (see, e.g. [1]).
Formalized and non-formalized knowledge may be provided in various forms:
ontologies, rules, functional dependencies, even textual description. As for data lake,
knowledge lake may be considered as a weakly structured static, dynamic, or
potentially available (e.g. acquirable trough machine learning) (see, e.g. [2]).
Models including numerical, simulation, data-driven, etc. could be connected within
composite models, which may be transferred into workflow structures ready for run
with the available computational infrastructure [3].
Reasoning units are ML/AI elements to support management of all available
knowledge resources during forward and backward reasoning.

Our research is focused on building evolving structure of knowledge resources, organized in an
automatic way to support the reasoning process for solving a problem. First, a general set of all
available resources within the problem domain could be considered as a graphical structure
providing dependencies between the resources within semantics, control and data
dependencies, reasoning and causal dependencies. Each resource has own specific calling
procedures with certain exploratory characteristics (precision, level of trust, request time, etc.).
The graphical structure is used as a basic structure for uncertainty quantification and
management; inference of particular application solution; scheduling and calling of resources.
An important issue could be resolved by generalized resource structure is automatic or semi-

automatic explanation of the results using methods of explainable AI (XAI) integrated with
backward analysis of uncertainty and semantic reasoning.
Second, according to the current formal problem definition a sub-graph could be identified
within the basic structure. Next, through a series of resource calling, interpretation, and
reasoning an answer is obtained which may be a) provided as a solution for the problem, and
b) used for evolution of both elements and structure of the solution.
Within the presented study we are focused on the evolution of both basic structure of knowledge
resources and inferred solutions (in a form of sub-graphs) evolving over time. Within the
evolution both complex model [4] and integrative structure is evolving. The evolved structure
is considered as an ensemble of possible solutions applied within a context of particular domain
problem. A series of unified approaches and algorithms for automatic and semi-automatic
building, identification, management, and application of resource structure is proposed using
meta-learning approaches.
We consider a series of sample problems from various problem domains including modelling
and simulation in healthcare [5], hydrometeorology [6], finances[7], and social networks
analysis [8] for implementation of our approaches and increase automation, interpretability and
quality of existing and developing solutions through the proposed approaches for knowledge
resource management.
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